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Abstract
Licensed nuclear power plant (NPP) operators should be able mitigate any safety-critical situation that may
lead to major accidents in NPPs. Training aimed at mitigating standard accident events is well-established and
fully supported by operating procedures. This study focused on training aimed at unforeseen, i.e. non-standard,
accident events. In these situations, procedure compliance may not be possible and/or may not take the plant to
a safe state, and for this reason the classic approach for training NPP operators, which emphasised over-learning
and procedure compliance, is not applicable. The purpose of the study was to develop and investigate the potential
applicability and usefulness of the training approach “Coaching for Improved Ability to Handle Unforeseen Events”
(CIAU). CIAU was developed based on adaptive expertise theory, using constructivist training techniques, such as
exploration and critical thinking. CIAU was assessed using a full-scale, graphic control-room simulator. In all, 21
licensed NPP operators participated in the study. Each operator performed one scenario. The operators had no
operating procedures available, except for a few procedure steps. Data collection covered video and audio data and
assessment made by coaches and trainees. The study showed that both trainees and coaches judged that CIAU
training succeeded in promoted the quality of the strategies developed by the trainees to manage unforeseen events.
It suggested that CIAU training deepened the trainees conceptual understanding of plant processes, and thus
facilitated transfer of knowledge across the various operational events. The aspect of the CIAU training the trainees
appreciated most was that they were allowed to develop a strategy on their own, and thus came to understand all
aspects of the strategy in-depth. Overall, the outcome of the study suggested that CIAU training is an applicable and
useful training approach that may potentially supplement the classic approach for training NPP operators.

Keywords: Nuclear power plant operation; Training; Unforeseen
events; Adaptive expertise theory

Introduction
Modern societies comprise organisations with potentials for major
accidents. These organisations are built to generate products or services
of crucial importance to the society, such as delivering energy and
transporting people and goods. Major accidents may be described as
events in which the normal workings of an organisation break down
and novel unforeseen accident situations arise. Various theories have
been proposed to account for how to protect against major accidents.
These theories include, the Energy and barrier perspective [1,2], Manmade disasters [3-5], Normal Accident theory [6], High-Reliability
organisations [7], Conflicting-objectives perspective [8], and Resilience
engineering [9].
Nuclear power plants (NPPs) contribute with about 11% of the
world’s electricity using around 450 power reactors [10]. They are
among the organisations with potentials for major accidents, as sadly
testified by history [11]. To protect against major accidents, NPPs are
constructed and organised based on the Defence-In-Depth strategy
[12]. This implies that independent and redundant defences are used to
protect against radioactive releases to the environment.
The operational activity in NPPs is highly proceduralised. Today,
operating procedures exist for all standard tasks, such as plant startup, normal operation and plant shut-down, as well as for abnormal
situations and emergencies, and thus accident events that have been
foreseen to occur with a certain degree of probability. The emergency
operating procedures were largely developed following the Three Mile
Island accident [13] in 1979, and later refined based on the outcome
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of plant-specific Probabilistic Safety Assessments [14]. The high level
of proceduralisation implies that licensed NPP operators both in
their daily work and during refresher training courses, i.e. training
courses performed regularly throughout their career focus strongly on
procedure implementation.
To ensure predictability and maintain control of NPPs, it is
important that operators comply with the operating procedures. Still, if
the emphasis on procedure compliance becomes too strong, operators
may be at risk for developing a checklist mentality. A checklist mentality
implies that operators will focus more on how to perform a task, rather
than why they perform a task, that they will focus on the procedures
rather than building on integrated understanding of the plant and its
processes. This reality of this risk might be reflected in studies of event
analysis performed by the IAEA, which showed that insufficiency in
“understanding of nuclear/process safety issues in decision making and
actions” were among the most consistently found root causes [15].
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Operating procedures are developed based on a set of preconditions. If the pre-conditions fail, procedure compliance may not
be possible and/or may not take the plant back to a safer state. In these
situations, it is important that operators are able to assess the situation at
hand without the assistance provided by the procedures and to develop
a strategy for how to proceed. Still, it is rare that operators need to “take
over” from the procedures in this way, as pre-conditions usually are
fulfilled. This creates a condition that mimics the paradox Bainbridge
[16] identified for highly-automated systems: The more extensive and
robust the operating procedures are, the less practice operators will get
in handling tasks without the guidance provided by the procedures,
and the more training they need to uphold this competence.
Unforeseen events are non-standard and unique. They have
characteristics that cannot easily be predicted based on historical data
and experience [17]. They may develop into major accident events in
a short time-span, as was witnessed in the Fukushima accident [18].
For this reason, a key question is how to train operators to be prepared
for handling unforeseen events. Adaptive expertise theory [19] offers a
potential basis for developing this type of training. Adaptive expertise is
expertise in solving non-standard tasks and has traditionally been seen
as encompassing three elements: domain-specific skills, metacognitive
skills and innovative skills. Adaptive expertise promotes the trainee’s
ability to engage in conceptual reasoning and implies that existing
knowledge is deconstructed and reconstructed in new ways, allowing
it to be transferred to and applied in novel, non-standard events.
Adaptive expertise implies slow thinking [20], as it is conscious and
calculated in nature, and reflects knowledge-based reasoning processes
[21].
The study presented in this paper was performed to investigate the
applicability and usefulness of a training approach based on application
of adaptive expertise theory [19] and using constructivist learning
principles [22] for promoting trainees’ ability to handle unforeseen
accident events in NPPs.
The paper documents the development of the training approach
called “Coaching for Improved Ability to Handle Unforeseen Events”
(CIAU) and an assessment of its potential usefulness for promoting
licensed NPP operators’ ability to handle unforeseen events. CIAU was
designed by the Halden Reactor Project [23], as a continuation of an
earlier study [24].
CIAU training differs markedly from the approach that has
traditionally been used to train licensed NPP operators: The traditional
approach implies that an operating crew is jointly trained in a replica
full-scale plant-specific simulator, where they face accident scenarios
designed to allow practicing of one or more particular emergency
operating procedures. A key advantage of this training approach is
that crew members practice handling of accident situations jointly in
as realistic a setting as possible. A disadvantage is that the trainees do
not necessarily fully understand how the scenario was managed and/
or why certain decisions were made. One reason for this is that the
individual trainee will have to attend to many tasks that may interfere
with his or her possibility for engaging in reflections during the
scenario: Following the operating procedure is in itself a demanding
task, contributing to crew communication and the crew’s decisionmaking processes, logging activities, etc. Also, the debriefing session
may not cover or not cover in sufficient detail for the individual trainee
all topics the trainee has not fully understood.
CIAU training, on the other hand, implies training of an individual
operator in a graphic full-scale plant-specific simulator, where the
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trainee faces accident scenarios designed to make it necessary for the
trainee to adapt the operating procedures to the situation at hand.
The trainees are instructed to develop a solution strategy – using
exploration and experimentation and critical thinking – that will take
the plant back into a safer state. In CIAU training all factors that may
prevent or disturb the trainee’s reflections on the events contained in
the scenario are removed: there are no crew members, no procedures
except for particular procedure steps, and no requirements for logging
or other administrative tasks. The reflections of the trainee are further
reinforced by the addition of two coaches that will guide the trainee’s
reasoning processes, if needed. The disadvantage of CIAU training
is thus that the setting is less realistic than traditional training. The
advantage is that the trainees will develop a detailed conceptual
understanding of the scenario elements addressed in a training session.
The evaluation of the potential usefulness of CIAU for promoting
licensed NPP operators’ ability to handle unforeseen events was carried
out using a graphic full-scale plant-specific training simulator and 21
licensed NPP operators took part in the evaluation process. It addressed
three research questions:

• Research Question 1: Does CIAU training show a potential
for promoting licensed NPP operators’ ability to handle
unforeseen events?

If research question 1 was answered confirmatory:

• Research Question 2: What competencies did the trainees
improve?

• Research Question 3: What aspects of training did the trainees
appreciate most and what aspects did the find most demanding?

The study demonstrated that CIAU training has potentials for
promoting licensed NPP operators’ ability to handle unforeseen by
advancing adaptive expertise, and thus that adaptive expertise theory
successfully can be applied in the domain of NPP operation. It further
demonstrated that the CIAU training approach is highly applicable.
Based on the outcome of the study, it is argued that training aimed
at promoting adaptive expertise may be a useful supplement to the
classic approach for training of NPP operators. Even though the CIAU
training approach was developed for the domain of NPP operation, it
is generic in nature and may likely be applicable in all domains where
operation is highly proceduralised. Publishing the findings from the
development and evaluation of CIAU training, is an important step in
making the training method known for different organizations.

Adaptive Expertise
Adaptive expertise is a broad psychological construct referring to
professional expertise that enables a person to handle non-standard
tasks within a given domain. Adaptive expertise theory [19,25] holds
that for a person to become an adaptive expert, he or she must thus first
develop routine expertise. Routine expertise is manifest when a person
can perform standard tasks using well-learned solution strategies with
high efficiency and accuracy within a given domain. Routine expertise
is developed based on extensive experience with implementing prescribed solution strategies, often in the form of procedures. Still, even
though people with routine expertise perform standard tasks well, they
do not necessarily understand why the pre-scribed solution strategies
work. For this reason, it is challenging for routine experts to adapt their
performance strategy when unforeseen events arise, and the standard
solutions do no longer apply. Routine expertise is developed using
training principles such as overlearning, offering step-by-step guidance
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and providing feedback that emphasises compliance and accuracy
[26]. These training techniques are all characterised by limiting learner
control over the training session.
Adaptive expertise is expertise in solving non-standard tasks and
thus tasks that has not been foreseen to occur. Traditionally, this
type of expertise has been seen as comprising three distinct elements
[19,25]: Domain-specific skills, metacognitive skills and innovative
skills. A person with adaptive expertise has conceptual knowledge of
the domain, which in adaptive expertise theory has been defined as
knowledge of the “how and why” each step of a procedure works [19].
Conceptual knowledge is represented in high-level, abstract, cognitive
structures [27], which enable adaptive experts to transfer and adapt
their knowledge to novel situations [28]. Adaptive experts are able to
identify situations in which then standard solutions do not apply and
to develop novel solution strategies [29]. Bell and Kozlowski [26] argue
that adaptive experts are able to view situations from the outside, to
draw analogies to other situations, and to develop innovative solutions
by decomposing their existing knowledge into its basis elements and
flexibly to flexibly recompose the knowledge elements in new ways to
solve novel problems [30].
The training techniques associated with development of routine
expertise to solve standard tasks will not be suitable for developing
adaptive expertise [27]: With continued training for routine expertise,
a trainee may be able to perform the standard tasks still slightly faster
and with still slightly greater accuracy and automaticity, but it will not
lead to expertise in solving non-standard tasks. For adaptive expertise
to develop, a person needs to engage in conceptual thinking. He or she
needs to focus on why and under what conditions the standard solutionstrategies (e.g. operating procedures) do and do not apply. To promote
the development of adaptive expertise, the use of principles based on
constructivist learning theory [22], and thus active, learner-centred
approaches, are generally recommended [26,29]. Training developed to
promote adaptive expertise should be designed to encourage trainees to
engage in exploration, experimentation and engage in critical thinking,
i.e. “… analyzing and evaluating thinking with a view to improving it”
[30,31], to develop their own solution strategies to novel, unforeseen
events. It has been speculated that constructivist learning principles
will be effective to achieve this purpose, because they allow trainees
directly, without any mediation, to integrate the knowledge they gain
into their existing knowledge structures [27]. Advance organisers are
abstract ideas that draw on anchoring concepts, which are already in
the trainee’s mind [32]. They may take the form of e.g., comparative
organizers, such as schemes to help compare the characteristics of
different situations or objects or analogies. Advance organisers may
further be used to support trainees in linking novel knowledge to their
existing knowledge and thus to promote the development of adaptive
expertise.

Coaching for Improved Ability to Handle Unforeseen
Events (CIAU)
The training approach “Coaching for Improved Ability to Handle
Unforeseen Events” (CIAU) was developed to advance adaptive
expertise in the population of licensed NPP operators in order to
promote their ability to handle unforeseen events. CIAU targets
problem-solving skills, not perceptual-motor skills. CIAU training is
designed to be carried out in a graphic full-scale plant-specific training
simulator. The trainees participate individually and receive coaching
from two coaches. The trainees have no operating procedures available,
except a few procedures steps. They are encouraged to develop solutions
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strategies for managing novel, unforeseen accident events by engaging
in exploration, experimentation and critical thinking.

Basis for CIAU training
The CIAU training approach is designed with the intent to cover
the three elements traditionally associated with adaptive expertise
(above Section): It focuses directly on promoting the trainees’
conceptual understanding of the specific domain and on the trainees’
metacognitive skills, i.e. skills associated with awareness and control
of own cognition [33]. Jointly improvements associated with these
elements, are intended to advance the trainees’ ability to develop novel
solution strategies and thus their innovative skills.
CIAU training makes use of constructivist learning theory as a
basis for promoting adaptive expertise [22]. It is an active learning
approach, in the sense that it “… involves students in doing things and
thinking about the things they are doing” and falls within the category
of discovery learning [34,35]. When learning something new, people
will strive to relate their new knowledge to their existing knowledge,
which implies that they organise and integrate the training material
into their current knowledge structure [36]. CIAU aims at supporting
trainees in organising their knowledge in “meaningful structures”
[29] by the use of coaching, and thus constitutes a guided discovery
learning approach. The coaches will, e.g., assist trainees in sequencing
the problems address, as opposed to jumping to and from partly solved
problems or facing all problems at once. This is done to reduce the risk
that factors such as mental-overload and learning confusion will come
to hinder or prolong learning [37].
Vygotsky’s theory on the zone of proximal development which
was originally developed to support education of children, served
as basis for developing guidance to the coaches on how to organise
the coaching process [38]. Vygotsky defined the zone of proximal
development as “…the distance between the actual developmental
level as determined by independent problem solving and the level of
potential development as determined through problem-solving under
adult guidance or in collaboration with more capable peers” [38]. In
the CIAU training, what may be characterised as a trainee’s zone of
proximal development is determined for each scenario based on the
trainee’s entry competence vis-à-vis the topical areas covered in a
particular scenario (see further below). This approach implies that
the trainees engaged in a CIAU training sessions are not expected to
master the same training material. The only common learning goal for
all trainees is that they should improve their level of adaptive expertise.
Trainees participate individually in CIAU training and are asked
to think aloud and to respond to the guiding questions of the coaches,
which will gradually be more challenging. This environment has the
potential to be very stressful to the trainees. Studies have shown that
adult learning processes may be inhibited if the learner becomes overanxious, and an important element that contributes to anxiety is fear of
what others might think of them [39]. For this reason, it is important
that the coaches establish a learner-friendly training environment.
This implies that it is continuously clear to the trainee that he or she
is engaged in learning, in generating and re-structuring knowledgeas opposed to being in a test situation where the goal is to perform
“correct”.
A CIAU training is intended to comprise collection of data to allow
assessment training of effectiveness. The lessons learned from training
sessions may warrant adjustments in the training approach, including
in the design of the training scenarios applied.
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Preparations for CIAU training
The activities involved in preparing for CIAU training is shown in
Figure 1. They are organised under two headings. Generic preparations
are essentially the same from one training session to the next, and
unless changes are introduced, e.g. new instructors. Scenario-specific
preparations refer to preparation that need to be performed for each
scenario to be used in a CIAU training session.
Generic preparations: Training of coaches: The coach must be
adaptive expert with respect to the plant addressed in the training
session, and understand the system numbers, abbreviations, etc. used
by the trainees. This is necessary, as the coaches should be able to follow
and flexibly adapt guidance to the reasoning processes of the trainee.
The coaches should reckon the importance of encouraging the trainees
to take responsibility for the learning process. They should master a
dialogue technique implying that they begin guidance processes with
open general questions and only gradually use more and more pointed
questions to help the trainee achieve the specific insights, if needed.
This technique also implies assisting the trainees in systematically
assessing advantages and disadvantages of affordable options prior to
making a decision. The coaching process is in itself intended to serve as
an example to the trainees on how they may approach unforeseen nonstandard situations. Having an approach available for how to approach
an unforeseen event may reduce the risk that trainees’ performance
will be impacted by negative stress-reactions, such as tunnel-vision,
reduced search for information, and impulsive actions [40], should an
unforeseen event arise in the normal work environment.
Preparing evaluation forms: Two different evaluation forms
are used as an integrated part of a CIAU training session: One form
is filled-in by the trainees and the other by coaches individually.
The purpose of the evaluation forms is to obtain data to support
assessment of training effectiveness and potential for improvements.
The questionnaires contain 9-10 generic items that are suitable for
all scenarios. The trainees respond to a subset of the items during a
scenario break (see below), and the reminder following scenario
completion. The items cover the individual trainee’s satisfaction with/
ability to learn from CIAU training, the content of the training material
learned, the trainee’s perception of scenario novelty, and the impact
of training as assessed subjectively, and the coaches’ assessment of the
quality of the trainee’s strategy. Referring to Kirkpatrick’s framework
for assessment of training effectiveness [41], which is probably the
most widely used assessment framework today [42,43], the data should
support assessment of level one (reactions) and two (learning).

concerned with promoting trainee’s ability to handle unforeseen
events. A CIAU training scenario may be designed to target selected
“operator fundamentals” [45], such as break dynamics, heat transfer,
thermal hydraulics, and reactivity control, depending on the training
needs identified.
Scenario design: CIAU scenarios should comprise events that
are novel to the trainees and cannot be handled without adapting the
operating procedures. To develop emergency scenarios, which licensed
NPP operators will perceive as completely novel, is highly challenging.
All licensed NPP operators regularly engage in training of “standard”
emergency situations, i.e. scenarios which can be handled with limited
or no adaptations of the operating procedures. One way to develop
scenarios that will be perceived as novel by licensed NPP operators, and
imply that the operating procedures are adapted, is to apply unforeseen
combinations of two or more “standard” scenarios, and if necessary
by adding further malfunctions and/or deviations to the scenario. This
design approach implies that some scenario elements will be familiar to
the trainee, even though the situation as overall should be perceived as
novel. An additional requirement to CIAU scenarios is that they should
be sufficiently complex and comprehensive to allow all trainees from
the specified population to expand their level of adaptive expertise,
regardless of their entry level.
Operator profiling and topical area guidance: A CIAU training
session implies that the coaches jointly develop an operator profile for
each trainee for each scenario applied. A profile is thus scenario specific.
It is developed based on the characteristics of the strategy developed
by the trainee for how to handle an event prior to receiving coaching
(Figure 2), including the trainee’s answers to five generic questions,
which are intended to capture aspects of importance for understanding
the trainees reasoning processes, which cannot be expected to be
expressed during the think aloud session. These five questions are: (1)
How serious do you think the situation is? (2) How confident are you
that the strategy you developed will take the plant into a safe state? (3)
What plant parameters were the most important when you developed
your strategy? (4) Have you experienced similar situations (as the one
faced in the present scenario) in simulator training sessions before?
And (5) Would any other strategies than the one you developed have
succeeded in bringing the plant to a safe state? The operator profile

Preparing debriefing: After the training session, the trainee should
be invited to take part in a debriefing session. This may be an individual
debriefing session or a joint session with a group of trainees that all
have faced the same scenario(s). Debriefing should be carried out
using the guidance technique applied to coach the trainees. The overall
purpose of the debriefing session is to reinforce the lessons learned
by the trainees and to promote positive training transfer. Preferably
training transfer should imply that they use same approach as applied
by the coaches to question and reflect upon everyday occurrences in the
plant and thereby continuously deepen and expand their conceptual
understanding of the plant processes.
Specific preparations: Training needs: A training needs analysis
may be carried out using the technique usually applied at the plant,
where training is carried out, e.g., based on recommendations in the
Systematic Approach to Training as has been recommended by the
IAEA [44]. CIAU training is suitable for addressing training needs
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Figure 1: Overview over the preparations required to carry out CIAU training:
The left-hand side of the figure shows generic preparations that are similar
across training sessions. The right-hand side of the figure shows scenariospecific preparations.
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the simulator was not identical to the one the trainees normally used,
assistance was offered with action implementation.

Figure 2: Overview of the content of a CIAU training session. “EF” refers to
periods where the trainees and coaches fill-in evaluation forms.

is developed using a scenario-specific form, which documents the
scenario elements (e.g. parameters such as the level and flow in a tank)
and the recovery-strategy characteristics the trainee should preferably
notice/employ to handle the event. Based on the operator profile, the
coaches then use the Topical Areas form to decide what topics that
should be addressed in the coaching process and in what depths - a
decision that may later be revised still guided by the Topical Area
form. This process implies that the material the trainees are expected to
master may vary from one trainee to the next, depending on their entry
level of understanding. The only common learning goal for all trainees
is that their level of adaptive expertise should be improved.
Pilot testing and adjustments: Prior to initiating training, the
scenarios, as well as the associated training material, should be
exposed to a pilot test. This test will ensure that the scenarios function
as intended – possibly following some adjustments and provide the
coaches with more insights into what topics and issues trainees may
likely address, and thus help the coaches to prepare for the training
session.

Test Procedure
Training facility
The evaluation of the potential usefulness of CIAU for promoting
licensed NPP operators’ ability to handle unforeseen events was carried
out using a full-scale, graphic training simulator of a three-loop, 1000
MWe Pressurised-Water Reactor. The process simulated corresponded
to the plant in which the trainees normally worked, but the humansystem interface was not identical.

Participants
In all, 21 licensed NPP operators from a Nordic plant participated
in the study. The average age of the operators was 41 years, ranging
from 29 to 60 years. 16 of the operators were reactor operators or
assisting reactor operators, and five were shift managers or shift
engineers. The participants had in average worked in nuclear power
operation for 17 years, ranging from 7 to 40 years. All participants
were male, and for this reason, the trainees will in the following be
referred to as he or him. For the participants, the CIAU training session
constituted an integrated part of a refresher training course, which they
had volunteered to take part in.

Scenario structure
The structure of a CIAU training session is shown in Figure 2. In
the present evaluation study, a training session lasted around one hour.
A session contained two overall parts: scenario part 1 and scenario part
2. In scenario part 1, the trainee received no coaching. In scenario part
2, the trainee received coaching. As the human-system interface in
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A training session began with a shift hand-over session, where the
trainee obtained information about the state of the plant and received
orders from the Operation Manager. Following this, the simulator was
started, and the trainee engaged in developing a strategy for how to
handle the situation at hand, while thinking aloud. The two coaches
observed the trainee’s performance. When the trainee started to
implement the strategy he had developed, the simulator was frozen,
and a coach asked the trainees to answer five generic questions marking
the end of scenario part 1. In the break following scenario part 1, both
coaches and trainees filled-in the first part of their respective evaluation
form. Then, the coaches completed the operator profile and determined
how to frame the coaching process, and scenario part 2 began. The
trainee was informed that he would have the opportunity to adjust
the strategy he developed during scenario part 1 after completing
the scenario. In scenario part 2, the trainee received coaching. The
simulator was running (e.g. to assess the impact of different actions) or
frozen, depending on the need. When the scenario was completed, the
trainee informed if he wanted to adjust the strategy he developed during
scenario part one, and then the second part of the evaluation forms
were filled in. After completion of the training session, a debriefing
session was performed. During the study, debriefing was carried out as
a group session at the end of a training day.

Scenarios
Each trainee performed one scenario. In all, two different scenarios
were applied. Both scenarios lasted for a little under one hour and
implied that the trainees would engage in an on-going emergency,
which had potentials for escalation.
Scenario 1 involved a severe disturbance in the main coolingwater intake to the turbine condensers. It caused a high pressure in
the condensers and in turn resulted in turbine and reactor trip and
blocked the possibilities for steam dump. All safety valves opened to
release residual power from the reactor, and all the safety valves closed
again as they should, except for one valve. This valve was stuck in open
position, which leads to an uncontrolled cool-down of the reactor
coolant system (i.e. the primary side). Multiple tube leaks in two of
the steam generators occurred, in combination with a secondary leak
in one of the steam generators, which resulted in an uncontrolled
release of radiation into the atmosphere. At the end of the hand-over,
the trainee was informed that the Operation Manager ordered him
to urgently start to cool down the reactor coolant system with the
maximum allowed cool-down rate.
Scenario 2 involved an unintentional trip of the reactor combined
with the condenser steam-dump system being unavailable. These
occurrences were both due to human errors of maintenance personnel.
These errors implied that the steam generator safety valves and the
reactor pressuriser’s release valve opened and closed frequently
causing pressure spikes in the reactor-coolant system and a break to
a connected auxiliary system. At the end of the hand-over, the trainee
was informed that the Operation Manager ordered him to reduce the
radioactive steam releases outside containment as soon as possible.
This scenario was considered by the coaches to be somewhat more
complex than scenario 1.

Operating procedures
The trainees had no operating procedures available, expect for one
(scenario 1) or two (scenario 2) procedure steps.
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Results and Discussion
Testing scenarios for novelty
To ensure that training will come to promote the development of
adaptive expertise, and accordingly that the CIAU training approach
can be assessed for its potential usefulness, the scenarios should be
perceived as novel by the trainees. To assess the perceived novelty of
the two scenarios, data obtained from two items in the evaluation form
of the trainees (Table 1).
The results showed that the scenarios were not experienced as
entirely novel by the trainees. This was expected (above Section) still,
for both scenarios, the trainees agreed more than disagreed with the
statements that the scenarios contained elements that were completely
novel and resulted in a completely novel situation. For scenario 1, the
average score was 4.8 out of 7 and for scenario 2, 5 out of 7. When
analysing the trainees’ responses to the generic question: “Have you
experienced similar situations (as the one faced in the present scenario)
in simulator training sessions before?” (above Section), the same
pattern was found. For example, one trainee stated 2: “Yes, I have run a
similar scenario with a leakage in the reactor coolant system. But then
again, this scenario is different. It is the same, but there are much more
issues to attend to now.” Another trainee stated: “No, I don’t recall this
particular scenario, but we have probably run something like that in
the simulator…. maybe”. Overall, results were interpreted to imply that
both scenarios were sufficiently novel to proceed with the assessments
of the potential usefulness of CIAU training for promoting operators’
ability to hand unforeseen events.

Item

Mean

Min.

Max.

Std.Dev.

Sc. 1 Sc. 2 Sc. 1 Sc. 2 Sc. 1 Sc. 2 Sc. 1 Sc. 2
The scenario contained one
or more elements/issues that
were completely novel to me

4.4

5.3

2.0

4.0

6.0

7.0

1.4

0.9

The combination of elements/
issues in the scenario resulted
in a situation that was
completely novel to me

5.2

4.7

3.0

1.0

7.0

7.0

1.4

1.9

Average score

4.8

5

2.5

2.5

6.5

7

1.4

1.4

Table 1: The scenarios degree of novelty as perceived by the trainees (n=21),
using a 7-point response scale, where “1” signifies completely disagree and “7”
completely agree. Legend: Sc. 1: Scenario 1; Sc. 2: Scenario 2.
Score type

Scenario

Valid N

Mean

Min

Max

Std. Dev

Trainees

1

9

5

1

7

1.8

Trainees

2

12

5.1

3

7

1.2

Coaches

1

9

3.6

2

4.5

0.7

Coaches

2

12

3.4

2.5

5

0.9

Table 2: CIAU training were assessed to a positive impact on operators conceptual
understanding of the plant by both trainees and coaches. All scores provided were
positive signifying a positive impact, ranging from “1” to “7”, where “7” signifies the
most positive impact.
Item

Valid N

Mean

Min

Max

Prior to coaching

21

4.23

3

6

Std. Dev
0.94

Following coaching

21

5.4

4

7

0.86

Coaching impact score

21

9.7

7

12.5

1.53

Table 3: The coaches’ assessments of the trainees’ strategies prior to coaching
and following coaching.

The potential usefulness of CIAU training for promoting licensed NPP operators’ ability to handle unforeseen events
The potential usefulness of CIAU training for promoting licensed
NPP operators’ ability to handle unforeseen events (research question
1) was addressed based on responses provided by the trainees and the
coaches in their respective evaluation forms. Following scenario part
2, both the trainees and the coaches rated the impact of coaching on
the trainee’s level of adaptive expertise using a response scale with 15
points. The first, ranging from -7 to -1 signified a negative impact. The
last 1 to 7 signified a positive impact. A score of 0 signified ‘no impact’.
The respondents all assessed that CIAU training had a positive impact
on the trainees’ level of adaptive expertise (Table 2). The assessed
degree of positive impact, however, varied between the trainees and the
coaches: The trainees’ assessed the positive impact to be higher than did
the coaches, with average scores of 5 and 3.5, respectively.
A reason for the difference might be that the trainees obtained more
insights than the coaches were able to observe within the relatively
short time frame of each training session.
Another indication of the potential usefulness of CIAU training
was to compare the coaches’ assessment of the quality of the trainees’
strategies as assessed prior to and following coaching. Both assessments
were made using a 7-point response scale. To calculate the impact of
coaching on the trainees’ strategies, i.e. the coaching impact score, the
scores provided following scenario part 2 were subtracted/added to the
scores provided prior to scenario part 1, and the number signifying
the distance between the two were added to the score provided after
scenario part 1(Table 3).
A comparison of the coaches’ ratings of the quality of the trainees’
strategies prior to coaching and the impact of coaching on the quality of
Arts Social Sci J, an open access journal
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Figure 3: The impact of coaching on the quality of the strategies developed
by the trainees.

the strategy is shown in Figure 3. The results indicate that coaching in
all cases succeeded in improving some aspects of the trainee’s strategy.
The level of adaptive expertise of each trainee was indicated
based on the average score on three items in the coaches’ evaluation
form, which was provided after scenario part 1. The coaches assessed
the trainee’s level of domain-specific skills, metacognitive skills and
innovative skills. Each item was associated with a 7-point response
scale. To obtain insights into whether the initial adaptive expertise level
might impact the potential benefits of CIAU training, the trainees level
of adaptive expertise was correlated with the extent to which the trainees
were able to benefit from coaching, as assessed by the coaches in their
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evaluation form following scenario part 2: A positive correlation was
found, r=0.65, p ≤ 0.005, with a R2=0.42. The level of adaptive expertise
score was then correlated with trainee age and experience from NPP
operation, to explore if the level of adaptive expertise could simply
reflect a higher experience level. However, no correlations were found.
These results could indicate that trainees which as a starting point have
a higher level of adaptive expertise might benefit most from CIAU
training.

Competencies improved by CIAU training
To understand what competencies, the trainees improved during
CIAU training (research question 2), the trainees and the coaches
were asked to document what competencies the trainees had mainly
promoted following scenario part 2, using a free text response
format. The assessments of the trainees and coaches, which over all
corresponded, are summarized in Table 4.
As can be seen from Table 4, the competencies improved included
conceptual domain-specific skills (e.g., thermo-and flow dynamics)
and metacognitive skills (e.g. strategy thinking balancing the pros and
cons). Improvement of innovative skills may further to some extent
be reflected in learning materials concerning increased ability consider
the state of the plant “… in a longer and deeper perspective”. As this
training material covers competencies that are traditionally considered
to be elements of adaptive expertise, the results indicate that CIAU
training succeeded in promoting adaptive expertise.

Trainees’ assessments of the CIAU training approach
The trainees’ assessments of the CIAU training approach (research
question 3) was explored based on their responses to two items in the
evaluation form filled in following scenario part 2: One item covered
what aspects they appreciated most and one what aspects they found
most demanding about the training approach. In both cases, the
response format was free text. Typically, each trainee provided one or
two viewpoints on both items. The trainees also provided feedback on
this topic during the debriefing session. A summary of the trainees’
assessments can be found in Table 5.
The aspect of CIAU training the trainees appreciated most was the
possibility, the possibility it provided for them to work out a solution/
strategy to an operational issue on their own. This was reported as an
advantage by more than half of the trainees (i.e. 14 trainees) and stated
several times during the debriefing sessions. The trainees found that
working out a solution on their own – guided by the coaches when
needed - provided them with a deeper insight into the working of
the plant and allowed them to understand all part of the reasoning
processes leading up to the particular solution in details, including why
some alternatives would not work.
Trainees’ Assessments

Coaches’ Assessments

Increased ability to make decisions, rather
To see a situation in the plant in a
than simply performed based on by-heart
longer-term and deeper perspective.
knowledge.
To accurately assess situations and
maintain an overview.

Strategy thinking, balancing the pros and
cons. Reassessment, if needed.

Tucked away knowledge
comes to the surface.

Break-flow dynamics.

Thermo-and flow dynamics
in the plant.

Thermodynamic effects that control
the process.

Improved insights into the plant’s
capacity and limitations.

Facility capacity and limitations.

Table 4: The trainees’ and coaches’ assessments of competencies the trainees
improved from participating in CIAU training.
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Most appreciated aspects

Most demanding aspects

To have the opportunity to work out Little time available to develop a strategy for
solutions/strategies on your own.
bringing the plant back to a safe state.
Coaching helps you to increase
your insights into the situation and
ensures that you are guided back
on the right-track, if needed.

Short time available for making decisions.

Coaching results in “Eureka”experiences and opens the door to
alternative ways of thinking.

The coaches’ questions were challenging
and required a lot of thinking.

The opportunity to think outside
the box.

You may get the feeling of being put-onthe-spot because you are the only trainee
present.

The possibility to think about
something in-depth, makes you
understand the necessity of
upholding a questioning attitude.

The human-system interface did not mimic
the one in the control-room.

Table 5: A summary of the trainees’ assessment of the CIAU training approach.

The aspect of CIAU training the trainees found to be the most
demanding was that they had little time available for developing
a strategy for bringing the plant back to a safe state. This aspect was
reported in the evaluation form by more than half of the trainees
(i.e. 12 trainees). In future settings, then, it might be advisable to
expand a CIAU training sessions somewhat to allow trainees’ more
time for strategy development. Still, CIAU training sessions are
highly demanding from a cognitive perspective, requiring focused
concentration throughout the training session, and for this reason it is
likely that training effectiveness might be reduced if a training session
exceeds a certain time limit.
The trainees’ evaluation form contained the following statement
posed following scenario part 2: “I would like to take part in more of
this type of training”. The statement was associated with at 7-point
response, ranging from 1 (completely disagree) to 7 (completely agree).
The trainees’ average score of on the item was 6.5, ranging between
5 and 7. Thus, overall the trainees appreciated taking part in CIAU
training.

Conclusion and Future Research
The study suggested that CIAU training showed a potential for
promoting licensed NPP operators’ ability to handle unforeseen events
by advancing their level of adaptive expertise (research question 1).
The support for this was that both trainees and coaches judged that
CIAU training had a positive impact on the trainees’ conceptual
understanding of the plant processes, and that the strategies developed
by the trainees following coaching were improved, as compared the
strategies they developed prior to coaching. These findings, thus, also
demonstrated the applicability of adaptive expertise theory in the
domain of NPP operation. CIAU training improved both domainspecific skills and metacognitive skills, and thus the basis for innovative
solutions (research question 2). The aspect of CIAU training that the
trainees appreciated was the possibility for working out solutions/
strategies on their own. The aspect they found to be most demanding
was the limited time available for developing a strategy. The trainees
were positive to engaging in more CIAU training.
The study assessed the potential usefulness of CIAU training for
promoting licensed NPP operators’ ability to handle unforeseen events.
It also had a set of limitations. The study was based on data obtained in
a Nordic country, and the culture in Nordic countries are characterised
by a low power distance [46]. It could be that it is easier to establish a
learner-friendly environment of the type required by CIAU training in
cultures that are characterised by a lower rather than a higher power
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distance. Also, the trainees’ entry level of adaptive expertise – at least
as assessed in the study - might have impacted the outcome of the
study. A positive correlation was found between entry level of adaptive
expertise and ability to benefit from CIAU coaching, and possibly, and
there it is not clear if the entry level of adaptive expertise in the overall
population of licensed NPP operators, differ from that of the trainees
who took part in the study.

13. Kemeny JG, Babbitt B, Haggerty PE, Lewis C, Marks P, et al. (1979) The
President’s Commission on the Accident at Three Mile Island. The need for
change: Legacy of TMI.

To obtain more insights into the usefulness of CIAU training, more
data on training effectiveness is needed. In addition, to compare licensed
NPP operators’ ability to handle scenarios containing unforeseen events
unassisted by the coaches prior to and post several CIAU training
sessions, it is also necessary to assess training transfer, i.e., the extent
to which the trainees will apply the lessons learned during training
in their normal work environment. In particular, it will be useful to
address the extent to which the trainees apply the mental strategies
encouraged during CIAU training in their normal work environment.
Continuous application of these strategies may contribute to cultivate
and uphold a questioning attitude, which has been described as one of
the key important safety principles in a strong safety culture [47]. In
addition, it may promote operators in continuously improving their
level of competence. For this reason, transfer of CIAU training might
potentially come to promote a way of working in the every-day work
environment of the operators that will further contribute to promote
their ability to handle unforeseen events.

16. Bainbridge L (1983) Ironies of automation. Automatica 19: 755-779.
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